Food for thought

One day you decide to hide from the headmaster under a disused staircase near the school library. Whilst hidden, you chance upon The Ancient Book of School Potions and Recipes for Young Wizards to help them succeed at School. The page below is a potion to help hypnotise your headteacher. Unfortunately the page is so old that some of the words are too faint to read.

Can you fill in the blanks so that the recipe makes sense? To help you, look at the number next to each blank space. Each number corresponds to one of the jars in Challenge 5. Choose any of the words in that jar to fill that space. There is also a list of ingredients to help you fill in the boxes with an asterisk *.


• [2] .......................................................... some * .......................................................... add, mixing vigorously.

• [3] .......................................................... some * .......................................................... and stir the mixture until it appears cloudy.


Your potion should now be ready.

* Possible ingredients for your potion – you can add to this list if you like.